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HP Simplifies Network Connectivity and Communication
Introduces “Just Right IT” portfolio for SMBs

Overview
Small and midsize businesses (SMBs) require solutions that simplify their network
infrastructures while providing the management, security and support necessary to
protect and grow their businesses.
Included in the HP “Just Right IT” portfolio are the new HP V-M200 802.11n Wi-Fi
Access Point for mobile networking and the HP VCX9.5 IP Communications systems
with the HP 350x Series IP Phones.
Mobile networking made simpler and faster at a lower cost of ownership
The HP V-M200 802.11n Wi-Fi Access Point enhances mobile networks for SMBs
by providing a simpler and faster network to access business-critical applications.
The V-M200 enables clients to:
— Improve performance options by concurrently operating two different wireless
frequency ranges, combined with a high signaling rate that allows up to 64
mobile users simultaneous access to interactive or bandwidth-demanding
applications.
— Easily deploy and access the wireless network through an intuitive web user
interface with support for centralized user authentication.
— Reduce total cost of ownership with an HP Lifetime Warranty, which helps
protect investments and keep networks up and running.
— Ensure protection of important data with Wi-Fi certified 802.11n compatibility,
providing the highest levels of encryption available today.
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Converging a network infrastructure with IP telephony solutions
Separate voice and data networks are difficult to manage and operate, requiring
staff with specialized skills. Supported by the new generation of VCX IP
Communications systems, the HP 350x Series IP Phones simplify both deployment
and management, while lowering costs of IP telephony through a single network
infrastructure. The new solution offers leading telephony features including
wideband audio support for high sound quality and available backlit and full color

displays.
The HP 350x Series IP Phones unify communications and:
— Simplify VoIP deployment through an open network and switch design
compatible with any HP or third-party server platform.
— Increase productivity by providing centralized administration and secure remote
access to an intuitive web management interface that simplifies deployment and
maintenance of VoIP technology.
— Enhance collaboration and communication between users with high-definition
video-conferencing, file transfer, instant messaging and Microsoft® Outlook
integration.
— Deliver high reliability to maintain IP telephony communication in branch offices
with redundancy to a central server across the WAN and failover support.
— Simplify cabling with Power over Ethernet (PoE) and power save modes that
reduce energy consumption by up to 50 percent relative to peak usage.
Pricing and availability
The new HP V-M200 802.11n Wi-Fi access point for mobile networking is shipping
worldwide. Pricing starts at $219, based on configuration.(1)
The HP 350x Series IP Phones for unified communications is available in the United
States, Canada, Latin America and Asia Pacific and Japan regions. Pricing starts at
$119, based on configuration.(1)
More information about these products is available at http://www.hp.com/go/ucc.
(1) Estimated U.S. list price. Actual price may vary.
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